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OBIETTIVI  The course aims to further develop the techniques acquired in Years 1 and 2 for 
translating into the foreign language, which are now applied to texts of a higher level, 
due to the more specific lexis, as well as the greater complexity and formality of the 
style. Preference is given to the choice of passages that are encountered in the real 

work of a professional translator. The study of parallel texts that provide valid models 
is accompanied by the correction of the texts translated out by the students, 

emphasizing factors relating to the register, and highlighting the possible translation 
alternatives. At the same time, students will learn to make greater use of resources 
such as glossaries and dictionaries, including those found online. Another area of 
study in the course is READY MADE TRANSLATION, i.e. the analysis a) of machine 
translation and b) of other lexical resources found online. 
 

a) The result of the development of the algorithm-generated translation is the 
availability online of instant translations of all types of text. But however much 
the accuracy of these translations has improved, these texts always contain 
errors, even very serious errors, and do not reflect the style and strategies 
that would be adopted by a competent mother tongue translator. During the 
year, third-year students learn to distinguish between successful and defective 
machine translations, to understand the difference in quality of translations 

available on various Internet sites, and to compare algorithm-generated texts 
with the work of human translators.  

 
b) Another resource available online is what are called "lexis in context" 

dictionaries, which offer a wide range of examples of "translations in context" 
of a given term, performed by other translators. The intention is to suggest 
possible translations of lexical elements between languages (in this case from 

Italian to English). Since using this tool in a superficial way can produce 
glaring errors, students learn to analyze the entries on these sites to 
determine whether i) the context of the example presented is appropriate for 
the translation text under study, ii) if it is really a translation from an Italian 
original translated into English and not vice versa, iii) whether the translation 
is the work of a competent translator and is therefore correct. 

 
The study of the tools providing instant translations and of their inherent defects 
aims to demonstrate to students the need to have a total mastery of all translation 
techniques (such as lexical research carried out personally - using dictionaries, 
glossaries and individual research into the subject - and the construction of the new 
target text independently) in order to recognize the limitations and errors of the 
automatic text and so correct them.  

 

 

 

 

CONTENUTI Exercises on high-level texts, such as press releases relating to public events (e.g. 
The Book Fair), presentations/prospectuses of companies, highly descriptive tourist 
texts, promotional texts (product presentations, advertising), medical/scientific 

texts, technical texts, legal/formal documents, EU documents, historical documents, 
narrative. Translation of the texts is carried out both as group work in the classroom 
and as individual homework. The correction of the translations is shared by the 
whole class and generates fruitful debates on the solutions that should be adopted in 



order to arrive at an English text that is accurate in meaning, in the grammatical 

construction of periods, in tone and register: therefore, a correct and functional 
target text.  
Exercises aimed at developing skills in revising automatically generated translations. 
Comparison of translated texts from various sources (e.g. Word, Reverso etc.) to 

identify errors in lexis, meaning, grammar or register. Correction of these errors. 
(The continuous assessment exam contains a Section C that requires the student to 
identify and correct errors in a short passage taken from an automatic translation). 

 Exercises aimed at teaching students to be aware and cautious in using "lexis in 
context" dictionaries. Various examples of translation from Italian into English of a 
specific term are compared, as students try to identify whether the context, the 
register and the meaning correspond to the lexical element in the text they are 
translating; if the original is Italian; if the translator was accurate in their lexical 
choice.  

Exercises that focus on specific problems (at 3rd year level) of lexis, grammar, 
register, punctuation, revision of the target text.  
 

 

 

 

MODALITÀ DI VALUTAZIONE 

Esami di profitto  Valutazione continua X  
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